This paper is concerned with the handling of rhythm in music content processing applications. Keeping this framework in mind, we briefly report on terminology issues and the interdisciplinary nature of rhythm investigations, we then review approaches to computational modeling of rhythm and rhythm representation schemes. We comment the bottomup and top-down oriented approaches to computational modeling and the parallel that some authors make with physiological and cognitive views on rhythm perception. We argue that investigations should be listener-oriented, signal-oriented and application-oriented.
Introduction
Rhythm is a fundamental musical attribute. In the rapidly growing framework of music content-based processing and music information retrieval, there is an obvious need for a high-level description of the rhythmic aspects of music. On the other hand, there is still a poor understanding of human rhythm perception. There is neither a commonly accepted terminology nor a standard representation of rhythm.
There is a wide spectrum of contributions to the study of rhythm. Nevertheless, few specifically address contentbased processing applications. Herein, we intend to give an overview of the requirements of such applications. We report on the interdisciplinary nature of the research in temporal aspects of music and present a review restricted to computational approaches, evaluating what the state-of-the-art models can offer. We also discuss the utility of several existing representation schemes. Finally, we foster complementary approaches to the design of specific prototypes.
The concept of rhythm is often considered indivisible, rhythmic transcription is often considered in tandem with perceptual phenomena. Throughout this paper, we propose a restraint regarding this rationale. As the concept of rhythm -and the way to apprehend it-can be understood in many different ways, we argue that the approach to investigate rhythm should depend strongly on (1) who is producing/reacting to rhythm, (2) the context or application-area, and (3) the type of the signal considered.
Music content processing framework
The standardization of personal computers and worldwide low-latency networks has spurned developments in digital audio dissemination. Hence, there are ample applications for content-based analysis of music, in particular rhythmic content. It is now technically possible to use PCs to browse and retrieve large databases of music files in audio and symbolic formats, analogous to text databases. In addition, computers are now powerful enough to serve as high-quality home-studios. For Aigrain (1999) , in a near future, content-processing technologies will provide "new aspects of listening, interacting with music, finding and comparing music, performing it, editing it, exchanging music with others or selling it, teaching it, analyzing it, and criticizing it."
Accessing and processing musical data would seem much easier (and enjoyable) if one could directly handle meaningful descriptions of the data, rather than the data itself. However, there is a large gap between the features that can currently be computed from musical data and the type of meaningful abstract descriptions that users wish to handle. Indeed, it turns out to be very hard to automatically derive the semantics of musical data (even in symbolic format), much harder than that of e.g. text data. In fact, it is hard just to precisely define 'musical contents'. As music affects our minds and our emotions, it is difficult to represent it explicitly. Therefore, aiming at designing content-based applications, the first issue stands to propose representations of the data that would facilitate the apprehension of its semantics. Indeed, "the first dimension of the applications of content processing of music is to support and empower active listening" (Aigrain, 1999 ) -emphasis ours-).
Given a database of musical files (either full music titles, monophonic tracks or more generally sounds), such applications should ideally allow for (see Figure 1) : − Exploring and understanding items − Database browsing − Comparing a subset of items define the slower of the two levels, the 'measure', and the time signature defines the number of faster pulses that make up one measure. For instance, a 6/8 time signature indicates that the basic temporal unit is an eighth-note (a "note" referring to a "whole", or "semi-breve") and that between two bar lines there is room for six of them. As mentioned above, the 'downbeat' corresponds to the first beat in a measure. Any other beat in a measure is called an 'off-beat'. The beat that immediately precedes the downbeat is the 'upbeat'. Two categories of meter are generally distinguished: duple and triple. This notion is contained in the numerator of the time signature: if the numerator is a multiple of two, then the meter is duple, if not a multiple of two but of three, the meter is triple. For instance, 2/4 and 4/4 signatures are called duple, 3/4 and 9/8 are called triple.
Quantized duration
The quantization (or rhythm-parsing) task aims at notating the rhythm of each note in a sequence. In accordance with Western notation, the goal is to encode note durations by rational numbers (1, 1/4, 1/6, etc.) relative to the chosen beat interval, which is generally unknown, and must also be identified. (One could roughly interpret the instruction "quantize it" as "make it fit into Western music notation".)
Quantization entails two aspects: (1) seeking the reference value from which the durations will be expressed, the beat, and (2) transforming absolute durations in quantized durations, slightly changing them when they do not match with the beat grid. Clarke (1987) defines quantization as the separation between two time scales inherent in music: the discrete time intervals of a metric structure, and the continuous time scales of tempo changes and expressive timing. Accordingly to this definition, Desain (1990) argues that "quantization is the process by which performed time intervals are factorized into abstract integer durations representing the notes in the score and local tempo factors."
If the tempo function is known, a local stretch of the durations can be achieved, in order to make the tempo constant, before the transformation step. Then, the intended tempo changes would be notated on the score (e.g. accelerando, ritardando).
For instance, let us consider the following sequence, proposed by Desain (1990) 1 : 1/2 : 1/4 : 1/4 : 1/3 : 1/3 : 1/3 : 1/2 : 1/2 : 1/4 : 1/4 : 1/4 : 1/4 : 1 Many quantizers can be found in the literature (see (Desain, 1992) for more details on the algorithms).
Temporal aspects of Music -Interdisciplinarity of the field
Temporal aspects of music have been studied for many centuries, within many disciplines and by means of different methodologies. Hence, we do not attempt to present a comprehensive review; instead, we aim at providing a few selected bibliographical pointers. 3 In order to roughly order the bulk of research, the following methodologies can be identified:
− Theoretical analysis − Empirical investigation (experimentation over subjects) − Computational modeling
Let us now briefly detail the disciplines concerned. It is obviously difficult to provide references that concentrate on one particular discipline; again, we solely intend to provide some pointers we believe of importance. Naturally, Music Theory accounts for many contributions to the study of rhythm and musical time, see e.g. (Cooper et al., 1960) (London, 2001) (Yeston, 1976) (Wittlich, 2001) .
Some researchers point out that the rhythm concept should not refer to intrinsic properties of the musical notation system, but should rather refer to the experience aspects of listeners. As written by Honing (1993) , "Most theories agree that there is more in music than what is written in the score.
[…] The question here is whether a piece of music resides in the notation, in the air, or in the people's minds, or in other words, whether music is cognitive or not." Hence, a very important body of work is concerned with psychological studies of time apprehension. The aim in this field of research is to explore the role of memory and perception and their interaction in time apprehension. This usually entails empirical investigations, see e.g. (Fraisse, 1982) (Clarke, 1999) (Desain et al., 2000, Part III) . In this type of work some of the central notions are:
− 'Perceptual present', 'subjective rhythmisation' (Fraisse, 1982) .
− Just-noticeable difference in perceived rhythmic deformation, e.g. (Friberg et al., 1995) , (Perron, 1994) . − Temporal masking, e.g. (Turgeon, 2000) . − Rhythmic similarity, e.g. (Gabrielsson, 1973b and 1973a) . − Tempo consistency over time, e.g. (Lapidaki, 1996 and , (Levitin et al., 1996) . − Differences in perception according to the subject's musical background, age or sex, and the musical style of the stimulus, e.g. (Lapidaki, 1996, pp.53-64, chapter IV and , (Drake, 1993) , (Drake et al., 2000) , (Gabrielsson, 1973b and 1973a) . Other researchers focus on expert performance analyses, e.g. (Gabrielsson, 1999) and (Desain et al., 2000, Part IV) or on providing rules regarding music performance (Friberg, 1997) .
Physiology and studies of movement (motor control) are also concerned with rhythm, e.g. (Fraisse, 1982, pp.151-155) , (Desain et al., 2000, Part I) , (Friberg et al., 1999) .
Rhythm studies can also be found in Speech processing (Lee et al., 2000) , Philosophy, Theology, Anthropology, (Desain et al., 2000, p.xi) , and Medicine (Kristiansen et al., 1995) .
Finally, the Signal Processing and Artificial Intelligence disciplines usually entail modeling approaches. In the former field, researchers focus principally on properties of the musical stimuli (and not so much on the musical notation system or the experience aspects of listeners). In the latter field, most researchers tackle the issue of rhythm perception understanding by building computer models rather than performing experimentation over subjects -with some exceptions that explicitly consider both aspects: the model and its empirical validation (Desain et al., 1998) -.
We will provide a review of the computational approach only (thus focusing on synthetic approaches rather than analytic ones), and leave aside the theoretical musical analyses and the experimental psychological investigations.
Review of computational models
In the framework of music content processing, computational models of rhythm provide the representational elements over which content processing is achieved (as depicted by the arrows between blocks in Figure 1 ). In this section, we begin to detail what existing computational models can offer.
There are many models in the form of computer programs that seek the extraction of rhythm features from musical data. Descriptors are of different sort, from low-level ones describing in some way the "rhythmic strength" of musical excerpts, e.g. (Tzanetakis et al., 2001) , to highly abstract concepts: meter (Brown, 1993) or rhythmical patterns (Gasser et al., 1999) . But the beat and the quantized durations are by far the central notions in the computational modeling literature.
In different approaches, various models − handle symbolic data (i.e. starting point is the second block in Figure 1 ) or audio data (starting point is the first block); − focus solely on temporal features or also on other features (timbral, harmonic, melodic or dynamic); − are stream-based or off-line (i.e. need the whole data to proceed); − entail mainly signal processing techniques or mainly artificial intelligence ones.
One might be interested in a review of computational models for scientific or more pragmatic reasons. In particular, one may wish to develop novel algorithms for the emulation of human rhythm perception, or, one may simply wish to determine which of the existing models to implement for a specific application. In the latter case, the specificities of the application indicate which model to use. Indeed, the application might handle solely MIDI data, all the items might pertain to the same musical style (e.g. percussive music), or it might be designed for a restricted kind of user, etc. Hence, we provide details on the context of use of the models, as specified by their authors, and the performances (when originally provided).
In order to satisfy also the former interest, we believe that it is important to distinguish between (1) the aim to extract what would be phenomenally present in the signal vs. (2) the aim to identify in the signal the musical constructs that could exist in our minds. 
Models processing symbolic data -knowledge-based approach
Part of the models deal with symbolic data, such as MIDI or manually parsed scores -e.g. in the format of files containing solely onset times and durations (Brown, 1993) -. All models handle timing data by means of onset times, inter-onset intervals or note durations. Few also take into account other event features (harmonic, dynamic, timbral or melodic).
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Figure 2: Models processing symbolic data -knowledge-based approach.
These models are typically rule-based. Most models process data off-line and make use of AI techniques. Some preprocessing of the symbolic data yields diverse hypotheses for a rhythmic element (e.g. beat, meter or quantized durations). Subsequently, a set of rules permits to rank these hypotheses.
For instance, Longuet-Higgins et al. (1982) propose a model of beat induction dealing with onset times of monophonic onset sequences. In this model, a pulse is first assumed and then adapted to the data by a sequence of slight changes that follow a set of "if-then" rules previously defined (e.g. 'stretch', 'shift', 'divide' or 'confirm'). Inputs to these rules are the beat assumptions and the time differences between events.
This family of models can also seek other rhythmic features than a single pulse. In fact, any temporal organization of events (e.g., onsets or groups of onsets) one can formalize could be embedded in such models. Depending on the model and on the rhythmic feature sought, the rules make more or less use of musical theories.
Formalizing the process of quantization, some models aim at recovering score rhythmic representations from performance data. For instance, Longuet-Higgins (1987) makes use of a predetermined beat and some knowledge about meter. Basically, the intent is to find the best match to the onset time sequence among several metrical grid templates (Onsets are considered with a "tolerance interval".) Rosenthal's goal (1992) is similar. He explicitly argues that human rhythm perception would follow a formal quantization process (p.66). His model makes several hypotheses regarding several "rhythmic levels", or pulses. Recurrent time intervals are considered as potential pulses. Here, inter-onset intervals refer to successive onsets (p.65); however, Rosenthal also considers intervals between non-successive onsets as potential rhythmic levels (p.67). Different organizations among pulses, or pulse-grouping hypotheses, are considered. Finally, rules (designed by Rosenthal to mimic rhythmic interpretations of human listeners) permit to rank the multiples hypotheses.
More recently, probabilistic approaches have been proposed to the issues of beat tracking and quantization of performance data. In this powerful framework, knowledge is not explicitly constrained by fixed, deterministic sets of rules; rather, it lies in probabilistic models learned from measured data during a supervised training step. Knowledge is thus less subjective and represents more reliably the training data. Cemgil et al. (2000) define a "metronome model." Beats of this metronome are supposed to be "noisy", they are considered observations of a hidden variable to be finally estimated: the tempo. A dynamical system is defined with two state variables: the period and the phase of a metronome. Transition from one metronome beat to the next is modeled by a simple set of state equations. Their model is fully determined if the initial state variables are given. To this deterministic model, they add a noise term that models the tempo variations (a Gaussian random vector which covariance matrix will be estimated) and a noise term that models the performance timing deviations (a Gaussian random vector which covariance matrix is set). The metronome beats are not directly observed, but inferred from a list of onset times. That is, the goal is to compute a probability distribution for the tempo track -random vector {pulse phase, pulse period}-given the observation of a list of onset times. It is achieved by taking into account a Bayesian framework, i.e. the tempo track distribution is computed as a posterior distribution from a likelihood distribution and a prior distribution, the former being the probability of the performance given a tempo track and the latter being the tempo track a priori probability. The likelihood distribution is computed from what they call a "Tempogram" (which is computed by making use of locally constant tempo tracks -e.g. 5 beat-long-and a continuous, somehow "smoothed", representation of the onset times). 5 The prior distributions are assumed to be flat (i.e. all tempos are equiprobable). Once the metronome beats inferred, they are used as the noisy inputs of the dynamical system. Recall that the (inferred) beats are the "observations" of the model. Then, the parameters of the model remain to be estimated: the tempoactually log(tempo)-is a hidden state variable which distribution parameters are estimated by means of Kalman filtering. What they finally seek is the pulse train that best explains the inferred (noisy) beats. They choose to orient the inferring of beats on (1) the quarter-note level and (2) the bar level. In both cases, they do not claim that the pulse trains sought would be related to the perceived beat. Reported results for beat tracking are very good.
Also following a probabilistic rationale, Raphael's approach (2001) enhances the dynamical model proposed by Cemgil et al. (that uses the output of a "measurement model" as observations of a hidden variable) in adding a discrete hidden layer. This permits to consider the estimation of variations in the beat rate (evolution of a "tempo process") jointly with the note quantization (evolution of a "rhythm process"). Raphael's rhythm parsing model takes as input a sequence of onset times and outputs a complete rhythmic transcription of the piece (i.e. it assigns a score position as {measure number, measure position} to each onset). He motivates and addresses the problem of simultaneous estimation of tempo -understood here as the rate of the notated bar pulse, or downbeat-and notated rhythm -estimation understood here as quantization-. In Raphael's opinion, while many authors identify the interdependency of tempo and rhythm, most of them estimate these two quantities independently. Either they focus on beat tracking without addressing the quantization issue or they quantize the observed note lengths to their closest note value assuming tempo has already been computed (either as a single stable value or a function of time). One might notice that Raphael's system needs strong prior information about the piece to be analyzed:
− The Markovian transition matrix for the rhythm process must either be chosen manually with strong high-level a priori knowledge about the piece (e.g. the score), or learned from a corpus of similar pieces (in the paper, to analyze a Chopin mazurka, Raphael trains his system with a corpus of scores of other Chopin mazurkas). − The set of possible positions in the measure is also given in advance (i.e. strong assumptions are made on the time signature and the smallest possible interval between onsets). The author suggests no way to initialize it in an a priori manner, nor does he discuss effects of bad initialization. However, the system seems to be very effective and Raphael argues that possible applications for his system are automatic transcription from audio (provided a previous segmentation step), score writing from MIDI performance, musicology (e.g. to study expressivity and changes in timing) and retrieval from large databases.
6 Dixon et al. (2000) and Cambouropoulos (1998) propose models in which beat tracking (referring here to M.M. tempo) and rhythmic structure extraction are performed on MIDI sequences of performance data. The novelty in their models is that they account for several accentuation phenomena, by handling simultaneously several MIDI features (dynamic, melodic, etc.) . (Interested readers should refer to Parncutt (1994) and Snyder et al. (2001) who propose interesting discussions regarding what feature might be considered a valuable cue for pulse finding.)
In Dixon et al. model, beat tracking is performed in two steps: first, a beat rate is assumed and then the algorithm tries to propagate the beats along the analyzed sequence (i.e. it chooses events in the sequence which could correspond to the beat occurrences). They put a special focus on the detection of the beat phase, arguing that it calls for some prior musical knowledge: accentuation rules. Given a sequence of events (and a set of features like duration, dynamics, pitches, etc.), a weighting system gives more importance to some events. If several events are likely to correspond to the temporal occurrence of a beat, the higher-weighted event will be preferred to the other ones, even if not corresponding exactly to an expected beat position. They provide details of interesting systematic evaluations over a large corpus; their model seems to handle very well tempo variations.
Cambouropoulos (1998) also proposes to differentiate between accented and unaccented events in making use of several accentuation phenomena. In order to extract meter and rhythmic patterns, he proposes to find the best metric grid (duple or triple) that maximizes the number of accented events of the sequence corresponding to the weighted events of the grid. The accentuation of the sequence follows a set of basic rules that give importance to some events whose feature values are compared to their neighbor's.
Models processing symbolic data -Bottom-up approach
At the extreme, symbolic data processing models could consist of a large look-up table of the possible temporal structures one would a priori know that are characteristic of the data to analyze. This obviously lacks generality. Precisely, Desain (1990) and Desain et al. (1991) argue that applying fixed rules in a top-down way would not be a suitable approach to the seeking of human rhythm experience modeling. They criticize AI symbolic models, arguing that they lack generality, and that a good description of human rhythm experience should account for an adaptive (or learning) feature. The connectionist (or sub-symbolic) models they develop can learn from the signal, can produce expectancies and build their own understanding of the temporal structures, focusing on inter-onset intervals extracted from MIDI data.
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Figure 3: Models processing symbolic data -Bottom-up approach. Rowe (2001) comments that two main properties distinguish sub-symbolic processes from symbolic ones: "First, subsymbolic processes learn their behavior from exposure to material; and second, this learning engenders models that do not rely on a fixed set of rules." An interesting review of the connectionist approach to rhythm is provided in Large et al. (1994, pp.7-10) .
This family of models process data in a streaming paradigm and focus on expectation. Indeed, Large et al. (1994) argue that "an advantage of this approach [on rule-based analyses] is that it handles the problem of metrical preferences through real time processing constraints, rather than by global evaluation of alternative constructs." Here also, models handle timing data by means of onset times, inter-onset intervals or note durations. Large et al. (1994) focus on the "perception of metrical structure". They aim at constructing networks of basic oscillatory units, or resonators; these units having the principal feature to "embody the notion of metrical pulse, or beat." They investigate the modeling of the metrical structure elements (the diverse coexisting oscillatory units) as a first step to the modeling of the structure itself (the interconnection between units).
The model of Large et al. takes inter-onset times as input. A simple oscillator, called the "driven" unit, exhibits an intrinsic oscillation period. The "driver" couples to the driven unit, emitting a series of discrete pulses corresponding to the observed inter-onset sequence. Each pulse of the driver perturbs the phase of the driven to an amount determined by a coupling strength. The resulting instantaneous period of the driven eventually differs slightly from its preferred period without coupling. 7 The stability of such a system is function of the driven/driver period ratio and the coupling strength (the article provides insightful diagram illustrations). In order to prevent the oscillator to return to its former period if the driver stops, a frequency-locking procedure is also needed. Phase and frequency locking is achieved by minimizing the gap between the current next-event-prediction of the oscillator and the actual subsequent pulse of the driving input, according to the method of gradient descent. If this gap is too big, the new pulse will not be taken into account. Several coupling values are tested and the results are detailed in Large et al. (1994) .
They demonstrate that "individual units can isolate periodic components in complex rhythmic patterns", however they "stopped short on proposing a theory of musical meter" (p.27), as the network construction was proven a very difficult task. The authors remark that their contribution solely addresses the task of pulse-induction.
It should be noted that studies on the issue of connecting several basic oscillators (to perform higher metric level modeling) can be found in (Gasser et al., 1999) and (Eck et al., 2000) . Large et al. (1994) remark that other musical parameters (i.e. pitch, dynamics, etc.) should be considered. Their integration may considerably enhance the model. McAuley (1995) addresses the issues of tempo induction and tracking. Here also, the model is based on an oscillator adapting its phase to an input made up of discrete pulses. A salient aspect of McAuley's research is the systematic aim to validate modeling by means of comparisons with listening experiments.
McAuley argues that the modeling of meter perception necessarily implies many oscillators. He agrees with Large et al. (1994) that a model with several independent oscillators is insufficient, the oscillators should interact in some way. In his opinion, however, it is not clear in what ways the oscillators should interact; possibly, interactions could be "guided by human performance data for rhythms of increasing complexity" (p.127).
The Self-Organizing Network of Oscillators for Rhythm (Gasser et al., 1999) achieves rhythm pattern recognition following a connectionist rationale for learning. This model uses oscillators to model rhythmic structures at higher levels than that of a single pulse. The model assumes that the perceptual accentuation of rhythmic events in music lies in inter-onset intervals. However, they also account for dynamics in the input sequence (input pulses have different amplitudes). The model is a network of oscillators that resemble Large et al. (1994 ) or McAuley's (1995 oscillators. In the model of Gasser et al., coupling concerns solely oscillator phases, not their periods. Coupling also exists between oscillators: they influence each other by phase-pulling. The novelty in their approach stands in the fact that connection weights between oscillators are trainable.
The simulations they discuss show interesting behavior of the model, however, it is not clear how other features than dynamics could be considered in this model (indeed, in more realistic inputs, a metrical pattern could emerge from a signal not showing a clear strong-weak relationship in the pulse amplitudes).
Different approaches are based on autocorrelation calculations. Here, the intent is to measure the periodicities inherent to the input signal.
Autocorrelation has been used in some beat rate extraction models, most of them referring to the approach of Brown (1993) . Brown proposes to compute a sample-by-sample autocorrelation of a sequence of onsets (with a sampling rate of 200 per second), weighted by their durations. The various maxima of the autocorrelation graph are interpreted as metric positions. However, when intending to derive the score reference beat from these graphs, the experimentations show that the method does not always provide the expected beat, but multiples of it. Moreover, no phase information is extracted.
The autocorrelation method does not detect approximate repetitions. Thus, the beat rate cannot be detected in performance data which contain slight expressive deviations. In order to solve this problem, Tanguiane (1994) proposes the method of variable resolution which changes the definition level of the durations. Considering a sequence of durations, Tanguiane proposes a coding which approximates the values in such a way to enable comparisons. For instance, the duration 14 ms will be seen as: 50% of 14 ms plus 25% of 13 ms plus 25% of 15 ms. This aims at coding the fact that note attack-times and durations in performance signals always slightly differ from their formal values. Adopting this coding, 14ms (50*14+25*13+25*15) and 13ms (50*13+25*12+25*14) show common components that will be detected by auto-correlation. 8 Desain et al. (1990) propose a method using a moving window, in order to simulate a kind of temporal context: a beat is expected, the window is moved to this beat, and a new beat is calculated. This method uses the auto-correlation coefficient in a framework based on expectation.
These approaches, in the authors' opinion, provide useful intermediary information, but the resulting graphs should be parsed in order to actually derive rhythmic information. That is, peak-picking has to be performed on the autocorrelation function and peaks must be subsequently interpreted with respect to what periodicities one wishes to identify. To this end, an additional set of rules or heuristics may be required.
Finally, another interesting approach is that of Smith (1996) and Smith et al. (1996) who handle lists of onset times extracted from monophonic drum MIDI signals, weighted by their amplitudes (i.e. MIDI velocity). They perform wavelet analysis to explore the concepts of architectonic rhythmic strata. They show that the wavelet analysis is welladapted to capture time-organizations at different scales. The choice of wavelet representation is not made to suggest that human perception actually proceeds by means of such signal representation; rather, "the intention is to make explicit that information which is inherent in the rhythm." Thus, this approach succeeds in recovering from the signal what has been intended (hierarchies between the different organizational levels) rather than what is being perceived.
Here also, the authors suggest that subsequent peak-picking algorithms and heuristics would probably be needed to give a musical interpretation to this type of signal representation (e.g., derive the tactus or meter.). ("While it is tempting to draw hypotheses for methods of derivation of the tactus by 'ridge-tracing' or the well-formedness of the global continuation of a voice, further research is required to build a model of tactus in respect of perceptual issues").
Dealing directly with audio data was not thinkable when the first models were designed -e.g. (Longuet-Higgins et al. 1982 )-, hence the handling of symbolic data, presenting musical information in a compressed form. However, at some point in computer hardware progress, it became possible to manage large amounts of audio data as easily as symbolic data. Some attempts to merge the previous models with audio data exist. Analyses are achieved over sequences of symbolic events "filtered" from the audio and assumed to convey the predominant rhythmic information.
Models processing audio data -knowledge-based approach
Typically, models handling audio data account for several features. Some processing determines onset times. Regions around the onsets are then characterized in terms of note, instrument or chord. Subsequent to this signal processing front-end, AI formalisms permit to achieve musical analyses of the event lists, usually offline.
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Figure 4: Knowledge-based approaches handling audio signals. Chowning et al. (1984) and Schloss (1985) propose models that focus on monophonic signals: percussion and piano melody lines. Transcription of performance excerpts is their primary goal. On the way to determine quantized duration, their models intend to extract diverse pulsations, the tempo, variations in the tempo and the time signature. This process entails a set of rules that handle lists -"acoustic maps"-of attack times and several types of accents -dynamic and timbral (for the percussion) or melodic (for the piano)-that are derived from acoustic data in a bottom-up manner. It should be noted that their models account a tolerance degree in the onset times -making use of a continuous (smoothed) representation of durations (Chowning et al., 1984, p.18) , (Schloss, 1985, p.90) -. Unfortunately, they provide evaluation of their scheme based only on one excerpt.
Goto and Muraoka have contributed many models to the beat-tracking literature. Their models operate in real time and handle polyphonic audio signals. Goto et al. (1997) focus on drumless signals. Events in such signals are grouped by their harmonic roles. A frontend performs onset detection and frequency analysis. Then, a multi-agent architecture makes decisions regarding multiple chord change hypotheses. In this architecture, an assumption is made on the meter, which must be 4/4 (i.e. the beat refers to the quarter-note and a measure is made up of four beats). In addition, the tempo range is constrained to 61-120 beats per minute. In this multiple-hypotheses architecture, a set of rules determines the behavior of the agents and the manager. For instance, chord changes are assumed to occur on the first beat of each grouping more frequently than on the third beat.
The aim is to account for different rhythmic levels, i.e. find quarter-note positions, half-note positions and measure positions. Reported results on 40 commercial songs are very good.
The BTS system by Goto et al. (1995) addresses music where the beat is maintained by drum sounds. Here, in addition to onset detection, the front-end performs a discrimination between drum sounds (bass-drum or snare-drum) -based on a frequency analysis of regions surrounding onsets-. Given these event lists and restrictions on the time signature and the tempo range -similar as above-, templates of bass-drum/snare-drum structures are used to determine the relevance of the detected onsets. Eventually, a multi-agent architecture makes decisions regarding the diverse hypotheses.
Evaluations were achieved on 44 commercial songs containing drums and whose tactus corresponds to the quarternote. 9 Here also, results regarding predictions of quarter-note positions seem quite good. Unfortunately, there are neither details nor evaluation of the drum-sound classification issue.
The approach by Laroche (2001) is comparable in that he intends to recover templates of organization of beats in the transient timing data. He also makes the assumptions of 4/4 time signature, constant tempo and tempo range fixed . He makes use of a probabilistic approach that is somehow reminiscent of that of Cemgil et al. (2000) . The temporal structure of four successive onset groups is represented by a probability function as the concatenation of four Gaussian distributions. The parameters of this function that are left to be estimated from actual transient timing data are the tempo, the "swing" and the position of the first beat. In order to estimate the parameters that provide the best match between the function and the input data, Laroche makes use of a maximum-likelihood method.
The notion of beat is central to Laroche's article. Indeed, transients are assumed to occur on beats, template structures of groups of four beats are sought, and the swing is defined at the "quarter-beat" level. Unfortunately, in this article, the notion of beat stays ill-defined: on one hand it seems to refer to the perceived tempo (the pulse at which one taps his foot) and on the other hand, it seems to refer to the notated bar -or downbeat-(see figures 2 and 3 in Laroche's paper). Moreover, if one wants to match his definition of swing to the commonly accepted one, 10 the word "beat" should refer to a half-note.
Nevertheless, provided some tuning of the parameters to a given musical style (and provided the data to analyze are consistent regarding the hypotheses made), Laroche's model seems to provide good results in the automatic location of the downbeat and the characterization of the swing.
As described above, Raphael (2001) proposes a probabilistic solution to the problem of quantization and beattracking. Initially, his model handles MIDI data, nevertheless, he also reports on an experiment using onset times extracted from an audio signal by the algorithm detailed in (Raphael, 1999) . His model outputs a complete rhythmic transcription of the piece (i.e. it assigns a score position as {measure number, measure position} to each onset).
Models processing audio data -Bottom-up approach
Again, the chief goal of the "bottom-up approach" is to obtain lists of onset times and onset features from audio data. In contrast with the previous models, here, the handling of these event lists is rather bottom-up oriented and the methods are signal processing ones. Generally, there are less high-level assumptions on the signal structure. Rather, the aim is to identify periodicities that would be inherent to the signal. In the context of an audio signal classifier based on low-level features, Scheirer et al. (1997) propose a feature called the "pulse metric." Its computation makes use of onset train autocorrelations. In a similar context, Tzanetakis et al. (2001) compute an 8-dimensional feature vector based on the handling of a "beat histogram" that captures some rhythmic aspects of audio signals. To compute the "beat histogram", peaks are detected in short-time autocorrelation functions (computed over 3-s windows of an amplitude envelope signal); the periodicities corresponding to the peaks of the consecutive windows make up the histogram. In both cases, although the features lack abstraction -they do not refer to explicit rhythmic concepts-the models seem to capture successfully the "strength" of the pulses and seem effective in the task of discriminating among some types of signals (speech/music or Classical/Pop).
Also in the framework of rhythmic similarity between polyphonic audio items, a recent contribution is that of Foote et al. (2001) . Interestingly, here, the rhythm is not assumed to be conveyed by onset features, no prior symbolic transcription of the audio is sought whatsoever. The approach of Foote et al. is based on self-similarity of the audio data. They seek "repetitive events (even silences)", these events must not necessarily be notes, they range from sole 11ms-long frames to collections of such frames, parameterized by the magnitude of the signal's Fourier transform. Then, they build a matrix where each element represents the similarity between two frames and is computed as their normalized product (or cosine distance). From this matrix, they propose two ways to derive a measure of self-similarity, i.e. a function called the "beat spectrum": performing either sums or correlations of the matrix diagonal elements. Interestingly, the first of these two options can be seen as a continuation of an autocorrelation-based approach -as (Brown, 1993) -; indeed, the sum over the i th diagonal is similar to the autocorrelation of the signal frame parameters with a lag i (with the difference that the correlation doesn't account for a normalization process). The approach looks promising but some of the authors' claims should be validated with additional, large scale, real-world evidence: Namely that (1) the approach would adapt to any music style, (2) the tempo derivation would be similar to that performed by humans, and (3) the approach could provide descriptors of rhythm suitable for similarity and retrieval purposes (e.g. global rhythmic similarity (Foote et al., 2002) , or "swing"). Dixon (1999) addresses the beat-tracking issue, focusing on onset times. A clustering technique organizes onset time differences (within 5-10 second windows) 11 into groups. This algorithm permits to consider slightly different intervals as instances of the same class. This approach is in some way reminiscent to that of Chowning et al. (1984, p.18) and Schloss (1985, p.90) who consider onset times with a tolerance degree, which allows for a continuous (smoothed) representation of durations.
12 The beat is chosen among these interval clusters by simple ranking of the clusters -in a way, this is also comparable to Schloss' (1985, p.89 ) determination of the "important duration"-. 13 The system is evaluated over 6 polyphonic excerpts and seems to yield quite good results.
In the context of polyphonic signals, some researchers propose a simplification of the types of rhythm to be addressed, and target applications dealing with popular music. They argue that in an important part of the popular music repertoire, the rhythmic feature is mainly given by specific timbres. Alghoniemy et al. (1999) and Blum et al. (1999) focus on the low-frequency components of the spectra. Pachet et al. (2000) and Gouyon (2000) -as Goto et al. (1995) -base their approach on the automatic extraction from the audio signal of lists of occurrences of percussive timbres. The issue of drum timbres classification within complex signals is addressed by Gouyon et al. (2000) . The authors argue that a major issue lies in a characterization of percussive timbres that should be relative to musical excerpts rather than absolute and depending on predefined clusters in a "freezed and universal" timbral space. Therefore, they discriminate occurrences of snare-like and bass drum-like timbres by means of non-supervised clustering techniques. These time series of occurrence indexes are subsequently processed by means of correlation computations to design rhythm descriptors. The determination of two series of indexes is based on the progressive identification of the source sound (the percussive sound to find) during the analysis process. (More precisely, templates of synthetic sounds are refined within several iterations, in order to most closely match the actual recurrent percussive timbre of the audio signal.)
In summary, bottom-up models typically adhere to the following approach. First, simple assumptions are made on what element carries the rhythm. This information is isolated from the audio flow (creation of event lists). Handling event lists, some signal processing method permits to highlight periodicities, e.g. correlation or Fourier transforms -as in (Blum et al., 1999) -. Then, as mentioned above, an issue in these models is that deriving the beat from the resulting signal representations usually requires peak-picking and ad-hoc procedures. This gets even more necessary when considering more abstract concepts than the beat. Therefore, it seems difficult to design an efficient pure bottom-up procedure.
It is difficult to compare these beat-tracking models as there is no shared benchmark for evaluation. Nevertheless, bottom-up models are generally prone to the same types of errors: the extraction of integer multiples or sub-multiples of the actual beat rate (typically two times as large or small). Here again, it is not clear how one could handle this problem without accounting at some point for heuristics, and therefore without making use of AI formalisms. Precisely, the model by Dixon (2000) is an interesting step towards the integration of a "light" formal aspect in the beat-tracking issue. 14 2.5 Implicit symbolism (the "transcriptive metaphor")
The previous organization of models parallels the classical "bottom-up vs. top-down" debate in cognitive science. In the field of human auditory perception modeling, part of the researchers espouse the bottom-up approach (Desain, 1990) and others argue that top-down flows of information should also be considered (Slaney, 1995) .
15 Scheirer (2000, p.78) favors interactions between these two types of processes. But the central argument in his discourse is that many bottom-up approaches to auditory perception modeling would still entail an implicit symbolism. Indeed, one might notice that there still is a common element to all the models described above: the handling of symbols, either as a starting point or a mid-level representation.
11 As Rosenthal (1992, p.67) , Dixon includes time differences between all pairs of onsets to the definition of inter-onset intervals. 12 See also 13 Or the most frequent inter-onset interval (MFIOI) in 14 In the sense that "common-sense" rules are preferred to "heavier" musical knowledge 15 Bottom-up models assume that human auditory system would be similar to a chain of elements, information being transmitted from one element to the next in a bottom-up flow. At each step, information gets more symbolic, that is, carries more semantic meaning. Quoting Ellis (1996) , this approach states that "like human-engineered systems, hearing mechanism [would rely] on some underlying physics to glean information-carrying signals from the environment, which [would] then [be] processed to reveal specific details to be integrated into a simplified representation of the world." In contrast to this point of view, top-down approaches intend to recover in the external world -where are the stimuli-the internal representations, or images, of the perceptual apparatus. That is, for analyzing external stimuli, the perceptual apparatus would use patterns that would have been stored internally; here information flows top-down, from high levels of abstraction of the data (the brain) to lower levels (e.g. the cochlea). An analysis following this approach stands in a "process of reconciliation between observed acoustic features and the predictions of an internal model of the sound-producing entities in the environment" (Ellis, 1996) . Honing (1993) comments that "there seems to be a general consensus on the notion of discrete elements (e.g. notes, sound events or objects) as the primitives of music.
[…] but a detailed discussion and argument for this assumption is missing from the literature." In his opinion, when building a system that in some way mimic perceptual capabilities, one must put a special focus on the issue of what in this system is chosen to be innate or learned. Honing argues that "a distinction has to be made between […] the existence of possibly innate perceptual mechanisms and learned divisions of continuous time. " Scheirer criticizes the "transcriptive metaphor" according to which music perception would consist in a hierarchy of tasks, the first one being the transcription of audio data into an accurate note-list representation to be analyzed. He argues that solely well-trained musicians hear the music in terms of its conventional musicological structures, and that the "transcription" assumption may not be relevant regarding the actual perception of music by the human auditory system. Scheirer (1998) aims at confirming this hypothesis with a particular musical aspect of interest here, the tempo. He presented to listeners an amplitude-modulated noise constructed by "vocoding a white noise signal by the subband envelopes of the musical signal" instead of the musical signal itself. In this synthesized signal, the notions of onset features are purposely filtered out. From his conclusions, the sense of tempo was similar in both the cases.
He argues that tempo perception would be a low-level perceptual phenomenon, having little to do with cognition; thus, its emulation would not require Top-Down processes. Therefore, he proposes a reactive and representationless model of tempo perception, based on cross-channel integration of the energy levels of a small number -e.g. six-of broad bandpass filters. It processes the data in a continuous manner rather than deriving discrete symbols over which would be determined the high-level description, his model does not try to detect onsets. This model seems to work well for a wide range of musical styles (the 60 publicly-available examples cover monophonic and polyphonic music, styles that differ both in the époque and geographic location); it also matches rather well the responses of listeners. (It should be noted that Scheirer (2000, pp.91-92) provides an interesting comparison between his approach and the correlation-based approach.)
Computational models -Discussion
A scientific perspective In the aim of designing models of rhythm perception, it seems necessary to account for information that would not be just local (that is, extracted from the signal under direct analysis), explicitly, information accounting for short-term context, as well as long-term context or acculturation. On the other hand, too much reliance on symbolism and musical formalism cause the resultant models to lack generality, and to be heavily biased towards "correct" musical structures, rather than what is actually played. As Desain et al. (1998) say, "the on-going nature of music perception or performance often relies on a combination of both bottom-up and top-down mechanisms: one cannot easily pretend that our musical knowledge is static, that it does not influence what we hear and how we play, or that it cannot be revised by our continuing exposure to musical stimuli." Following the "embodied cognitive science" branch of AI -or "new AI" (Brooks, 1991)-Scheirer's critic of the transcriptive metaphor also presents objections to both the pure top-down and the pure bottom-up approaches (2000, pp.74-78) . 17 Indeed, it seems worthwhile to consider interactions between top-down and bottom-up approaches in designing new models (Ellis, 1996) .
Audio Abstract representations
Progressive abstraction stages … Figure 7 : Interactions between bottom-up and top-down processes. 16 One could see in the amplitude envelope extraction a focus on the onsets, but the important point to focus on is that there is no discretization of events performed on the envelope signals (no thresholding and peak-picking), the model deals with continuous data until the final decision stage. 17 Eck et al. (2000) also embrace the embodied cognitive science framework. However one might remark that their model processes MIDI data.
Nevertheless, the issue of learning specifics of the generic models remains. Indeed, both top-down and bottom-up approaches assume that perception would entail several steps of abstraction of the information, organized hierarchically, but one may wonder whether the rules of abstraction, at any level, are evolutive or not. If the mapping between incoming and outcoming data between two layers of abstraction does not account for some kind of learning, or progressive adaptation to a specific type of stimuli, supposed to be recurrent in the external world, then the model still seems to entail symbolism. As Steels (1999) writes when favoring a "bottom-up approach to AI" -in the context of natural language modeling-, "in a way, our powerful engineering methodologies make it too easy to succumb to a strategy of programming directly the human or animal behaviors we observe and interpret as being intelligent. But doing this, we keep simulating the end products of intelligence rather than getting at the heart of intelligence itself. We put our own human concepts explicitly in the machine instead of implementing the mechanisms that enable an artificial agent to acquire new categories itself, implementing by hand a fixed set of predetermined behaviors which we believe the agent should have, rather than supplying mechanisms that allow the agent to acquire new behaviors when faced with unforeseen circumstances [...] ."
In sum, it seems that the following research areas could prove fruitful: (1) interactions between bottom-up and topdown processes for the processing of natural stimuli -i.e. audio data-(e.g. like in speech recognition systems), (2) the production of rhythmic categories by learning from examples and (3) using pattern-matching techniques that could deal with uncertainty and noisiness in the data.
An interesting recent approach in these directions is that of Thornburg (2001b and 2001a) . As Raphael (2001) , he proposes to enhance the dynamical model proposed by Cemgil et al. (2000) by adding a second hidden layer (but this one explicitly discrete, in terms of notated musical intervals and metrical positions), in order to consider jointly the quantization and the estimation of variations in the beats rate. The additional novelty in his approach stands in the consideration, from the very outset, of the segmentation of audio data. In the framework of rhythm tracking, his model progressively learns how to produce relevant lists of onsets from the audio.
Noting that segmentation is a very difficult task in the context of polyphonic audio, Thornburg considers that uninformed segmentation without accounting for the structure of rhythm usually yields more than onset times. 18 Therefore, in his point of view, segmentation should not solely be seen as preprocessing, it should rather be intertwined with rhythm tracking. Both tasks should be considered jointly: polyphonic audio segmentation (deriving onset times) is a necessary step to be taken to provide data to the rhythm tracker; similarly, rhythm tracking should orient (i.e. provides priors to) the segmentation task. Thornburg refers to this rationale as "closing the loop." As "in the presence of rhythmic structure, the pattern of musically relevant change points, as note onsets, becomes highly regular", exploiting structure might help to "better adapt segmentation to the problem of onset detection", this is referred to "stream filtering." The complementary task of tracking rhythm -notated rhythm-, given a sequence of events, is tackled within a probabilistic framework similar, at first sight, to that of Cemgil et al. (2000) , but which differs in that it has "multiple layers", similar to the approach of Raphael.
Recall that the "metronome model" by Cemgil et al. approaches the task of tempo tracking with a rationale that entails (1) a measurement model (achieving preprocessing of a list of onset times e.g. Tempogram) and (2) a dynamical system (using the output of the measurement model as observations of a hidden variable). The measurement model aims at preprocessing the list of events (onset times) and outputting the pulses of a noisy metronome. This model does not infer to what metric level (e.g. quarter-note, bar) correspond the metronome pulses. In other words, the measurement model (e.g. the Tempogram) provides a set of valuable pulses, but not which would be the best to focus on; at some point, the metronome must be manually oriented towards e.g. a half-note pulse.
Thornburg asserts that "a single metronome is insufficient to describe the succession of intervals present in most rhythmic structures." Therefore, he proposes to "short-circuit" the measurement model step, and to replace it by a switching state-space model (SSM): instead of deriving the pulses of one metronome from a temporal sequence of events, he proposes to "model event observations by switching among an array of metronomes, each specialized for a particular rhythmic interval." More formally, he adds an extra discrete-valued hidden layer that models the dynamic probabilistic structure of rhythmic interval successions conditional on previous interval successions and, of greater relevance to Western music, the current metrical positions.
It should also be noted that among other interesting aspects, Chowning et al. (1986, pp.15-17, 23-24) provide many insights regarding the implementation of multiple layers of data abstraction ("layered data representation"), the "convergence" of such an architecture and streaming-based learning issues (in opposition to offline learning).
Finally, Desain et al. (1998) might provide us with an interesting way to conclude the discussion on the design of new models of rhythm perception. They argue that contributions to the research regarding rhythm should now focus on homogenizing the methodology rather than proposing new models. "A computational model [should] no longer [be] an aim into itself, but a means to compare and communicate theories between different research communities." Particularly, they convincingly maintain that computational theories of beat induction should be validated by means of empirical experimentations.
A more practical point of view
In contrast to the preceding, we wish to comment that some pragmatism might be acceptable in the context of specific applications. In the case where applications do not call for generality, it seems suitable, for the sake of efficiency, to embed some a priori knowledge in the algorithms or to focus on symbolic data. For instance, one might be interested in designing an application that would perform music file database browsing; one might know a priori the restrictions of the database, e.g. if all items have a binary meter and the styles are restricted. Another application might be specifically targeted towards a reduced set of users, e.g. music experts; here it seems necessary to account in some way for established musical formalisms rather than to focus on a learning paradigm. We reviewed many models reporting promising results for particular situations like these ones.
Representing rhythm for music cotent processing
In this section, we discuss the usefulness of several existing generic -decoupled from algorithms-representation schemes (i.e. the block "abstract representations" in Figure 1 ).
The first type of representation to be discussed is that of the direct output of signal processing analysis schemes. Such a representation is the basis of investigative material. It is typically a very thorough, low-level description of physical features, the qualities of which can be extracted unambiguously. 19 In our context, this will correspond to a representation of basic elements supposed to convey rhythmic meaning: e.g. transient times, dynamics, inter-onset intervals (IOIs), fundamental frequencies, etc. Objective relationships between elements can also be sought and constitute the basis of more sophisticated representations, e.g. time series of indexes of a recurring timbre (a snare drum for instance).
In addition to representing the characteristics of the signal, one may focus on the representations of the music that is conveyed by the signal. The issue here is to differentiate between (1) the elements representations and (2) the "explicit structural representations" (Honing, 1993 ) that represent the very structure that exists among elements rather than isolated elements. Here the idea of representing structures that exist in listeners' minds is introduced. This is precisely one of the objectives of a content-based representation, intended to be intuitive for the end-user. In a paper commenting on representational issues in the context of the MPEG-7 standard, Lindsay et al. (1999) argue that a perceptual representation can be more useful than a literal transcription. ("The sound is what people perceive, and therefore what they describe for search, in many cases.") Thus, they propose multiple representations of music, one of which is labeled "Perceptual".
As Lindsay et al. maintain , to be useful, a highly-abstract representation standard (i.e. that highlights semantic contents) should permit some discrimination between items. As introduced above, other requirements are:
− To enable (1) exploration and understanding of the data, (2) browsing among items, (3) meaningful comparisons, (4) musically-or sonologically-meaningful transformations. − To be made up of elements automatically derivable from the data (at least some of them). These concepts are often linked with the notion of distance between elements, and the idea of "sonic spaces" that would represent items spatially (in 2 or 3 dimensions). That way, exploration, browsing, comparison or transformation have a visual meaning, as in the numerous interactive graphical displays by Tzanetakis et al. (2001) , or the "Song Surfer" by Cano et al. , see also (Ó Maidín et al., 2000) . In other words, representing music contents suggests an association between distances in an intuitive visual space and the actual distances as measured in musically meaningful dimensions.
Naturally, one may wonder what features the above-mentioned computational models provide.
Making simple assumptions about the data, the state-of-the-art models can successfully track the frequency of beats in audio or MIDI files. These beats could correspond to any of the coexisting pulses (e.g. the denominator of a score's time signature or the perceived pulse). On the one hand, this feature is considered to be a useful descriptor for specific applications (Cliff, 2000) , (Wang, 2001 ). On the other hand, this is not a discriminative descriptor.
Much stronger assumptions must be made for deriving quantized durations and meter, even from MIDI data.
One may ask what additional features should be sought for representation. As mentioned above, features proposed by Scheirer et al. (1997) or Tzanetakis et al. (2001) seem useful for classification applications. However, they are tightly linked to algorithmic considerations and do not refer to explicit rhythmic concepts.
Let us now review and comment on some generic proposals of rhythm representation spaces. Honing (1993) stresses the difference between the declarative and the procedural ways of representing knowledge: "declarative being the knowledge about something, while procedural knowledge states the knowledge in terms of how to do something." "Procedural representations (i.e. modeled as processes or procedures) are very powerful in modeling knowledge that is procedural by nature." If one assumes that a sense of rhythm is grounded in human cognition rather than in physiology, then a procedural representation would be more suitable. Precisely, Honing describes temporal musical structure "as a collection of structuring mechanisms that have time intervals associated with their components, […] the constraint on these time intervals [being what] specializes the different kinds of structuring" -emphasis ours-. Following this rationale, Desain et al. (1991) propose to represent rhythm by connectionist networks. The corresponding rhythm space, or "temporal sequence space" proposed in (Desain, 1990 ) is a 3-dimensional space of all possible temporal sequences of three inter-onset intervals (four onsets). Their model derives regions in this space that correspond to similarly-quantized sequences. The dimensions are: − The length of the interval between the first onset and the second − The length of the interval between the second onset and the third − The length of the interval between the third onset and the fourth
'Temporal sequence space'
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Interval 2 In more recent works, they assess (by experiments over subjects) the perceptual coherence of the temporal sequence space regions.
Some aspects of this representation space seem to be very useful (e.g. it may be useful to check consistency when applying temporal transformations on a sequence). However, it is not really clear how it could be extended to handle more realistic stimuli (i.e. other than succession of four onsets). Moreover, as Honing (1993) says, not surprisingly, if "declarative knowledge tends to be accessible", in a procedural representation -as is this one-"deriving semantics is very hard." Thus, this rhythm space does not seem to fulfill all the requirements stated above.
MIDI representation of time and rhythm
MIDI provides a means of transmitting (and storing) Tempo (the number of microseconds per quarter-note), Meter (time signature), and the MIDI Timing Clock, all of which are dimensions relative to rhythm. The latter permits to represent time by a discrete temporal unit that depends on the notion of tempo (unlike the "MIDI Time Code").
20 This is a message -the status byte F8-sent from 24 to 480 times per quarter note. If the tempo changes, the MIDI Timing Clocks will pass at a faster rate, but the number of messages per quarter-note will stay the same.
This representation standard is rather designed as an efficient real-time communication method between electronic instruments than as an abstract representation standard. As Honing (1993) points out, "a distinction can be made between representations designed for real-time systems that are process-oriented […] , and non-real-time systems that have a static global view of the music […] ."
MPEG7 representation of rhythm
It is surprising to observe that the MPEG7 standard, born 15 years later, which very aim is to provide semanticallymeaningful representations of multimedia data, does provide similar dimensions to those of the MIDI standard. They are also very much anchored in a formal approach to music. The elements of this standard that convey a rhythmic meaning are embedded in the melody description:
− The beat − The meter − The note relative duration Here, the beat refers to the pulse indicated in the feature 'meter' (which does not necessarily corresponds to the notion of perceptually most prominent pulse). The beat type is a series of numbers representing the relative positions of the notes in relation to the first note of the excerpt, the positions are expressed as integers, multiples of the measure divisor, the value of which is given in the denominator of the meter. The relative duration of note is the "logarithmic ratio of the differential onsets for the notes in the series" (MPEG7 audio team, 2001 ). The meter gives in its denominator a reference value for the expression of the beat series. The numerator serves, in conjunction with the denominator, to refer to pre-determined templates of weighting of the events. It is assumed that to a given meter corresponds a commonlyagreed "strong-weak" structure for the events. For instance, in a 4/4 meter, the first and third beats are assumed to be strong, the second and the fourth weak. In a 3/4 meter, the first beat is assumed to be strong, and the two others weak.
(Diagram edited with XML-Spy) Figure 9 : MPEG-7 elements of rhythm, in the melody description, see (Gomez et al., this issue) .
Comments that can be made about this representation are as follows: (1) The context is always that of a monophonic melody. (2) There is no direct information regarding the tempo, or the speed at which the pulses pass. (3) When attributing an integer value to an event (i.e. the position of the closest beat), there is a rounding towards -∞, thus in the case where an event is slightly before the beat (as happens in expressive performances) it is attributed to the preceding one. (4) This representation cannot serve for exploring fine deviations from the structure. Furthermore, as events are characterized by beat values, it is not accurate enough to represent already-quantized music where sub-multiples are commonly found (see quantization example previously given). (5) It is extremely sensible to the determination of the meter, which is still a difficult task for the state-of-the-art rhythm computational models. (6) There are no algorithms suggested for the determination of these features (even though this is not mandatory in the official MPEG references, informative extraction procedures are provided for many other descriptive features).
Formal representation
By 'formal representation', we are referring to the elements of a score: the time signature, bar lines, notational durations and tempo indication (Figure 10 ). Just as text data is not sufficient for text retrieval in large databases, 21 the use of score data (that is, thorough scores written manually, in contrast to data derived from automatic audio analysis) does not allow for direct retrieval of musical information. Indeed, before doing retrieval, the score must be further parsed. For instance, the data should be segmented into coherent indexes structures over which "themes" can be sought -see e.g. (Melucci et al., 2000) and (Smith et al., 2001) . Lemström et al. (2001) also propose to address the issue of "transposition invariance." Specific algorithms should also be developed in order to make the link between scores and sequences provided in a format defined by the user, e.g. MIDI or audio -see e.g. (Mazzoni et al., 2001) Moreover, it is commonly agreed that the automatic transcription of polyphonic audio is still far from being solved. Nevertheless, "[even if] musical listening systems cannot transcribe automatically (other than in the most simple cases), the majority of western classical music is scored and many of these scores exists in electronic form" (Lindsay et al., 1999) . Hence, in their proposal of musical representation, in addition to the already-mentioned "Perceptual" description scheme, Lindsay et al. take into account a description scheme labeled "Transcription." 3.5 Bilmes' rhythmic elements Bilmes (1993) proposes to describe rhythm with the following elements:
− Metric structure (i.e. time signature and tempo) − Tempo variation (i.e. changes in execution speed with time) − Deviations (i.e. small time shifts from a beat grid) − Ametric phrases (i.e. phrases that do not have an associated beat rate) − Tatums (or "temporal atom", i.e. lowest level of the metric hierarchy, that is, pulse grid that most highly coincides with all note onsets) This approach seems quite complete and effective for obtaining the information required to transform quantized musical phrases into musical phrases that are expressive. However, the author focuses on percussive music and does not claim that his algorithm is entirely automatic. It is given "the time signature, the number of tatums per beat, the number of beats per measure and where the beginning of the measure is." (p.59) Moreover, it is assumed that either the score or a reference instrument (one which is not subject to deviation) is available, from which a tempo function can be derived.
CNMAT 'Rhythm space'
This research group -see (CNMAT RRG)-is mostly interested in musical interactions (Wright et al., 1998) and focus on expressivity features in rhythmic performances. Iyer (1998, chapter II) proposes original definitions for rhythmic elements; he begins with Bilmes' elements of rhythm (see above) and from that derives what he calls a "Cell." The basic element in the representation of rhythm is "a data structure containing a duration, a tempo curve, and any number of "note layers." A given "note layer" contains either a discrete, regular tatum grid whose elements contain notes, or a list of notes occurring at fractional points of the cell duration" (Iyer et al., 1997) . Cells can have architectonic structures, i.e. they can be combined into larger Cells. Although the approach seems to provide a powerful tool for dealing with rhythm while composing or performing (Wright et al., 1998) , the representation of rhythm they propose is used in real-time production systems and does not account for a global analytical view of the music -referring to the aforementioned dichotomy by Honing (1993) -. However, concerning an analytical view of rhythm, they propose some dimensions and distances for a metric space -see (CNMAT RRG) /rhythm-space.html-. The rhythm of a monophonic musical signal would be representable on the following dimensions:
− "Duration" − "Number of notes" − "A set of note-on times" − "A set of note-off times" − "An underlying pulse, when applicable [a tatum or beat train]" Hence, the number of dimensions for representation might depend on the excerpt analyzed. Moreover, one might ask whether these dimensions can provide an efficient way to discriminate rhythmic contents.
Representing Rhythm -Discussion
An important dimension for the representation of rhythm is the rate at which beats pass in time. Yet, this is not sufficient. In addition, the formal representation, though clearly a useful one, cannot be automatically derived and does not account for all the semantics of the data (e.g. no performance information). Likewise, other representation schemes provide interesting features, but none seem to completely satisfy the aforementioned requirements.
In seeking other descriptors of rhythm, it is important to consider the widespread idea that the perception of rhythm would be an analytical process grounded in cognition, i.e. using local feature computations in the context of short-term memory, as well as long-term knowledge (acculturation). Precisely, Scheirer (1998) argues that tempo induction would be a low-level perceptual process separable from the general perception of rhythm that would rather concern cognition, memory and learning. 22 We wish to push this argument further: Rhythm representation should take into account the fact that knowledge representations evolve as people acquire music skills, or get used to new musical styles (Drake, 1993) , (Drake et al., 2000) . 23 Just as the idea of listener-dependent rhythm representation is widespread in the experimental psychology field, it should also be noted that Gabrielsson (1973b and 1973a) introduced the notion of signal-dependent rhythm representation (namely mono-or multi-instrumental).
In sum, the representation of rhythm should be manifold, as are actual scenarios of rhythm experience.
At the center of the content-based processing framework still lies an ill-defined issue. The disassembly of music into a rhythmic part, a melodic part, a harmonic part and an orchestration part (i.e. repartition of timbres) is an artificial framework that does not necessarily correspond to the human experience of music. Nevertheless, it is an analytical rationale suitable (and necessary) for designing investigation tools and applications. In the context of an application, it is probable that we won't ever be able to perfectly decorrelate rhythmic aspects from -say-harmonic ones, but on the other hand it does not seem suitable to aim at analyzing, representing, modeling, and generally processing Music as a whole. A more achievable objective is to determine and isolate some features, commonly experienced as "having something to do with rhythm", that will make sense from a practical point of view. Similarly, to dismantle rhythm into its constituent features should be done with caution. Indeed, musical rhythm is an abstract entity; the very understanding of the concept of rhythm is highly subjective and cannot be sought as an objective descriptor that would be present in the signal, waiting to be "dug out" by an appropriate technique.
One of the facets of a music content representation is to focus on structures that exist in listeners' minds. Hence, in our opinion, content-based processing is subject to the following dichotomy: − At the very outset, analyses should be anchored in semantic concepts, and take into account cognitive methodologies (Ellis, 1996) . This option entails that the output of analyses would provide directly meaningful representations. Or, − A mapping has to be achieved between o output of analyses schemes that process the signal in bottom-up manners, describing physical contents, and o representations of the signal respecting dimensions that have musical meanings. Our aim is not to design models that would follow a cognitive approach in their very implementation. Rather, we address the latter option. The features of a description scheme for rhythm will therefore be sought as pertaining to two substantially different representations:
− A low-level representation of signal features: Low-level, as thorough and objective as possible. − Diverse representations of musical rhythmic concepts, anchored in the contexts of the representation of rhythm. That is, subjective to the application and the users. Then the issue will be to provide a relevant mapping between these two types of representations. See (Amatriain et al., this issue) .
Discussion -two virtual prototypes
Many approaches intend to cover a global understanding of rhythm making use of music theory, psychology, cognitive science and signal processing. We object that, in the context of rhythmic content processing, this may be misleading. One could judge inappropriate seeking models that are able to (1) transcribe the hierarchical organizations of the multiple temporal patterns imposed by the composer, (2) describe the subjective interpretation of any listener, and (3) describe the expressive interpretation of the performer. In seeking this tremendous objective as a whole, previous approaches have led to a poor agreement regarding the description and representation of rhythm. Employing such a rationale forgets the reality that there are many possible understandings of the rhythm.
Starting with the rationale that rhythm perception is grounded in cognition and that there is no "absolute" study of rhythm, the descriptive features of rhythm are dependent on the context of the study. 24 Moreover, it seems logical to consider that the process of understanding rhythm calls for a production phase (it is commonly agreed that rhythm involves movement), similar to understanding speech and other tasks involving perception and cognition. Therefore, rhythm analysis could be anchored in the development of complementary prototypes -or production/exploration interfaces-. These prototypes would differ by the types of signals to process, the types of listeners to consider, and the description to focus on. Our hope is that the functionalities of such prototypes could demonstrate that there is more to discover in "relative" studies of rhythm than in an "absolute" one.
So, let us indulge in a brief digression, directly inspired by the explanations of the European project CUIDADO 25 of Vinet et al. (2002) :
The context is that of general audio retrieval and processing. The related issues range from the analysis process (extraction of descriptors), through the navigation process (retrieval methods and interfaces), and up to the creative process (editing/transforming tools). One could imagine addressing these issues through two interactive tools. The first prototype would be an authoring tool for retrieving, editing, transforming and mixing isolated sound samples and phrases of reduced polyphonic complexity. It would be designed for music professionals (musicians or producers). On the other hand, the second one would handle issues specific to general polyphonic audio recordings, such as comparison and retrieval, it would be designed for music consumers.
The usefulness of rhythm descriptors would therefore depend on the context of the user. The functionalities would greatly differ, as would the features supposed to convey rhythm.
Ideas regarding a first prototype
Dealing with the music professional user type, the specific signals to consider are sound samples and phrases of reduced polyphonic complexities. What would this type of user need rhythm descriptors for? Below is a list of functionalities that could be useful:
− Synchronize two monophonic tracks. − "Smooth" sequencing of tracks (in the sense of rhythmically coherent).
− Determine time indexes in audio signals that would stand as "looping" points, or references for "cut and paste" operations. − Navigate among specific instrument occurrences within a track (entails notes segmentation and timbral description at the tone level). − Classify a rhythmic pattern with respect to categories (either templates as e.g. "salsa" or user-defined). − Navigate by rhythmic patterns categories within a database of patterns, compare them, retrieve satisfying instances. − Apply transformations on tracks of reduced polyphonic complexities -see also (Amatriain et al., this issue)-: At the track level: o Time-stretching driven by the knowledge of the tempo of another audio source o Quantization to a grid: slightly move events to the closest time indexes in a pre-defined grid (this entails the common meaning of quantization, but also the application of slight temporal transformations using template patterns -e.g. specific-performer-like quantization-). o "Human touch", that is, slight deviations from the perfect time indexes of the theoretical rhythm pattern o Tempo-synchronous audio effects. At the events level:
o Application of effects on the occurrences of a specific timbre (mute, equalize, apply an effect on, stretch, etc.) o Transformation of the occurrences of a specific timbre by means of synthesis models o Substitution of a specific timbre by an alternative one present in a database of sounds. o Quantization to a grid: slightly move occurrences of a specific timbre to the closest time indexes in a pre-defined grid What would then be the features to focus on that would presumably convey rhythm? Some of the following proposed features are objective in that they can be extracted unambiguously from the signal; others refer to more abstract concepts. Some -if not all-are of course related.
− Accurate timings of transients. − Local features of events (either audio frames or events which limits are derived from a previous segmentation step) such as spectral centroid, temporal centroid, energy, etc. Useful descriptors can be extracted from any signal representation (e.g. temporal, spectral, wavelets, etc.), or modelings of the signal (e.g. LPC, ARMA, etc.). − Evolution features of events (previously segmented) such as evolution of the spectral centroid over its constituent frames, etc. − Accurate temporal lists (series) of instrument onset occurrences. − Inter-onset intervals (either regardless of a specific instrument or taking it into account). − A weighting for each series to indicate its importance as for the communication of rhythm (probably, this would depend on the type of sounds playing, and on the structures of the series). − Some measure of complexity of the series. Shmulevich et al. (2000) clarify this concept: "In general, an object's complexity reflects the amount of information embedded in it, the representation of the object's information is achieved via coding." They argue that the efficiency of the coding is directly related to the complexity of the object itself. − Different pulses rates (Tempo -as perceived pulse-, Tatum and a reference pulse -e.g. quarter-note-). − Time signature − Tempo variations. − Timing deviations of events respecting to the Tatum or other pulse grids.
With these in mind, the features to focus on are onset times, durations, intensities and timbres (under the assumption that timbral regularity affects rhythmic aspects, it seems important to also focus on timbre characterization -see (Herrera et al., this issue)-. The mapping between low-level features and the representation elements that would be available to the users is here supposedly quite simple. Indeed, someone apprehending music in an analytical manner is probably interested in almost any feature representing objectively the physical contents of sound (i.e. low-level features -e.g. onsets-or objective organizations of low-level features -e.g. onsets of a specific instrument-).
The targeted application and user-type justify the underlying transcriptive approach. Indeed, as this prototype would provide very accurate functionalities to music professionals, usually trained in the task of hearing structures in music, the point of view to be taken should be that of accurate symbolic musical description. Although it seems convincing that music sheet-notations should not represent precisely human perception of rhythm, it can be argued that musicians do use a formal approach when listening and playing. The point could also be made that musicians precisely try to hear the systematic timing deviations between the perfect structures and the actual occurrence instants of the events (Baggi, 1991) . In that respect, it could be argued that a formal approach is relevant as a first step towards the understanding of rhythm perception and expressivity in musicians.
(Some of the functionalities and descriptors above are being implemented by the CUIDADO consortium in a prototype called "Sound Palette".)
Ideas regarding a second prototype
The management of large music databases would concern a second prototype. Here sounds to handle would be whole polyphonic music titles, in audio format and users would be music consumers.
As above, one might first wonder why would the user of this prototype need rhythm descriptors: − Perform similarity measures: here, thorough editing and transformation functionalities do not seem the major points to focus on anymore. Rather, the notion of rhythmic similarity appears central. An interesting aspect would concern browsing and retrieval functionalities. A second aspect would be to allow the user introduce new instances in the database. − Playlist Generation: in addition to proposing sets of individual titles to users by means of a similarity measure, this prototype should also allow to build sequences of music titles satisfying particular properties (or constraints). For instance, one could wish a playlist with the following preferences: 'no slow or very slow tempos', 'medium to heavy beats', 'groove similar to that of "Gimme some more" by Busta Rhymes', etc. The song sequence would then be selected by satisfying constraints on rhythm descriptors -among others-. For a description of such an application, see (Pachet et al., 1999) or (Aucouturier et al., 2002) .
These functionalities entail the notion of interactivity. The prototype should be able to adapt to the users' tastes and wills. Indeed, let us consider a specific database, music titles would be presented to the user with a given organizatione.g. visual-making use of predefined rhythmic similarities. If the user wants to add a new title, declaring it similar tosay-songs A and B, then, the prototype must learn what is in that case the implicit meaning of 'rhythmically similar'. This feature is indeed a challenge.
Keeping in mind these functionalities and the interactivity requirement, special focus should be put on the two following points: − First, aiming at global, or "unary", descriptors, that describe music titles in a global fashion (one value for one song). − Secondly, focus on defining similarity rules between different pieces, based on distance measures in adapted representation spaces (in contrast with declarative definitions of rhythm descriptors). Here, the analyses would be anchored in the non-expert listener's experience of rhythm.
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An interesting approach to the identification and validation of relevant rhythm descriptors and similarity metrics in songs is that of Sony CSL in Paris. They make use of the following techniques: − Web-based games: these are musical games available on the web, such as the "Discrimination game", that asks the user to choose a descriptor that would permit to discriminate two music titles; or the "Recognition game", that consists in finding which music title of a panel is described by a specific descriptor's value. A comparable effort to collect subjective data (here about artist similarities) via web-based games can be found at http://www.musicseer.com. − Data-mining: Pachet et al. (2001) report on a method of classification based on two techniques: co-occurrence and correlation analysis. By studying large corpora of textual information on web pages about music titles or artists, they are able to cluster interesting groups that can reveal useful similarities. These similarities are partially grounded on rhythm, and serve to motivate or validate new rhythm descriptors.
Finally, here are some rhythm descriptors that may be of interest for such a prototype: − Overall tempo (a constant for the whole piece, it would probably not be of interest here to present the slight variations of tempo to the user). − Global measure of the swing or groove, computed from timing deviation data. See (Madison, 2001) and (Laroche, 2001 ). − Some measure of "rhythmic regularity", making use of tempo fluctuations and timing deviation data. Rhythmic styles or producing habits can be clustered to some extent with the use of such an attribute. It seems natural to consider that, independently of the rhythmic structure, a Techno music production will have much less "approximate timings" than an excerpt produced for -say-a "roots-Cuban" music disc.
− Percussivity: the detection and classification of percussive timbres in polyphonic music -e.g. -could be a first step towards the determination of a global measure of the "percussivity" of a title. Accounting for brushes or heavy synthetic bass drums certainly has rhythmic importance. − "Danceability": this is a very important aspect of rhythm perception in everyday music listening. − "Drum Track": for music titles where percussions convey the rhythm, some techniques -e.g. (Goto et al. 1995) , (Gouyon, 2000) -can provide the position of the onsets for snare and bass drum-like sounds. A more compact representation of these sequences would allow building a visual space (2-or 3-dimensional) where music titles could be projected.
Here, the mapping between low-level features and the representation elements available to the users seems less simple than in the previous case. Under the assumption that non-expert listeners experience musical rhythm in a non-analytic manner, low-level features are no more candidates for elements of the end-representation. Moreover, the prototype should account for an adaptive feature: the end-representation would be adapted to each user to some extent. (Some of the functionalities and descriptors above are being implemented by the CUIDADO consortium in a prototype called "Music Browser".)
Conclusion
Musical rhythm understanding is a challenging domain of investigation whose concepts and limits are still somehow fuzzy. Nevertheless, in the rapidly growing framework of content-based processing of music and music information retrieval, there is an obvious need for describing the rhythmic aspects of music from a point of view that can entail a high level of abstraction.
In this article, we reviewed computational modeling approaches to musical rhythm and proposals of rhythm representation schemes. Finally, we depicted a pragmatic framework for further investigation. We argue that analyses of the rhythmic contents of musical signals should be anchored in the development of specific applications that would imply specific types of signals to be processed, specific types of listeners to consider and specific descriptions to focus on. Our hope is that the functionalities of prototypes developed with this rationale in mind could demonstrate that there is more to discover in relative studies of rhythm than in an absolute one.
